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Abstract
This study explores human capabilities in distinguishing and
recognizing entities that change over time from those that
do not. We specifically investigate the linguistic distinction
between “individual-level predicates” (ILPs) and “stage-level
predicates” (SLPs). Our empirical approach focuses on how
humans visually distinguish these two types. We performed
a corpus analysis, in which a limited set of image captions
were randomly extracted and annotated by experts with either
SLP or ILP labels. The findings indicated a predominance of
SLPs over ILPs in the image captions, alongside identifying
frequently occurring verbs associated with each type of pred-
icate. Building on this manual annotation, we extended the
process to automatic annotation on a broader dataset of im-
age captions. This facilitated a machine-learning experiment
for image classification based on ILPs and SLPs. Our results
demonstrated that the classification of SLPs achieved a sub-
stantially high accuracy rate, though not as high as human ac-
curacy, while the classification of ILPs had an accuracy rate of
about chance level, substantially lower than human capabili-
ties. Given the analyses, we discuss what features of the image
contribute to distinguishing between ILPs and SLPs.
Keywords: image; image caption; individual-level; stage-
level; machine learning; visual grounding

Introduction
It is a fundamental human ability to distinguish and recognize
entities in the real world that change over time and those that
do not. For instance, imagine you are in an unfamiliar town
and you have memorized the route from the train station to
a concert hall for your outward journey, intending to use the
route for your return. Certain landmarks, like a magnificent
church, several large ginkgo trees, or a distinctive graffiti on
a wall, can serve as useful navigational clues. These features
typically remain unchanged over short periods (such as the
duration of a concert), making them reliable reference points
since they do not move or disappear. In contrast, transient
elements like a vintage red car parked on the street or a cat
walking down the road are unlikely to be present in the same
way on the return trip. Since such things are likely to change
location over a short period of time, they are not normally
used as landmarks in route memorization.

The distinction is not simply a matter of whether they are
stationary or moving, but whether they have the potential to
move. This kind of distinction has been made in philosophy,
especially Ontology, since Aristotle. According to Zemach
(1970) and Arp, Smith, and Spear (2015), anything that exists
in the world is called “entities,” and the first criterion for dis-
tinguishing them is whether or not they persist through time.

If they do, they are assigned to the category of “continuants”;
if not, they are assigned to the category of “occurrents.” This
way of being and structure of entities in the world can be
viewed as reflected in human language. It is a linguistic phe-
nomenon known as the distinction of “individual-level predi-
cates” (ILPs) and “stage-level predicates” (SLPs). In Carlson
(1977), ILPs (e.g., be big) are defined as properties attributed
directly to the individual, while SLPs (e.g., be open) are de-
scribed as properties attributed to the temporal part of an in-
dividual (page. viii). The existence of this distinction as a
linguistic phenomenon suggests that humans have a general
capability to make this distinction when they describe entities
in the world.

This leads us to the following question. On what character-
istics of entities do people make the distinction between ILPs
and SLPs? To approach this question, we use image-caption
data. Image caption data, in which humans describe the con-
tents of (photograph) images, has been provided as training
data for machine learning models in recent AI research, es-
pecially in the field of Vision and Language (cf. Bernardi et
al., 2016; Garcia-Garcia et al., 2018). This type of dataset has
several advantages in cognitive science. First, it consists of a
large amount of data, in the order of hundreds of thousands.
Second, this leads to a diversity of scenes and their corre-
sponding linguistic descriptions. Third, the fixed viewpoint,
similar to that of a photograph, allows for easier experimental
control compared to field research in the real world. Overall,
our approach may shed light on the semantic relationship of
the sentence being grounded in the referred world, as depicted
in images (Bender & Koller, 2020; Søgaard, 2023; Sato &
Mineshima, 2024).

Since we use photograph-images instead of entities-in-the-
world, our question can be rephrased as follows: what fea-
tures of the image are responsible for or contribute to the
distinction between ILPs and SLPs? To address the ques-
tion, the first step we select in Section 2 is to identify the
ILPs and SLPs vocabularies that are frequently used in image-
caption. Compared to previous corpus studies (e.g., Govin-
darajan, Durme, & White, 2019), it is distinctive to annotate
against image-caption text and to do so for Japanese data. The
second step we select in Section 3 is to qualitatively analyze
the correspondence between image and text (caption). Quali-
tative analysis of image caption data has been studied in some
depth. In particular, the following studies have been con-
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ducted on negation and images: van Miltenburg et al. (2016),
Sato et al. (2023), and Berger et al. (2023). See also Sato &
Mineshima (2022) for the analysis of universal quantifiers.
The third step we select in Section 4 is to build machine learn-
ing models and compare their performance to human perfor-
mance. Here, we use image classification tasks since we aim
to know what features of an image contribute to the distinc-
tion between ILPs and SLPs by seeing if an AI model trained
only on the image data produces the same output results as
a human. This method was used by Sato et al. (2023). We
adapt it for application to the current issue.

We have given two levels of annotation (manual and au-
tomatic) for ILPs and SLPs in this study. In Section 2, a
limited amount of text data (around 500 cases) of image cap-
tions is manually annotated for ILPs and SLPs by a Japanese
linguistics expert. Then, in Section 3, based on the manual
annotations, automatic annotation is applied to all data in the
dataset (approximately 400,000 items). Section 3 also pro-
vides a qualitative analysis of the correspondence between
the images and text data. In Section 4, training data is built
based on the automatic annotations, and machine learning ex-
periments for image classification are conducted.

Characterizing image-caption sentences as
individual-level or stage-level

The SLP/ILP distinction has been widely recognized since
it was defined in Milsark (1974) and Carlson (1977), as
it is related to various grammatical phenomena across lan-
guages. For example, it is a well-known fact that the Span-
ish be-form becomes estar in SLP and ser in ILP (Diesing
1992). Similarly, in Japanese, the SLP/ILP distinction has
received much attention (Masuoka 1987, 2021; Kageyama
2009, 2012; Suzuki 2022, among others), and it is known
that the selectivity of the particle ga/wa to mark the sub-
ject changes depending on whether the predicate is SLP or
ILP (Kuno 1973; Heycock 1993, 2008, among others). More
specifically, one usage of ga, known as descriptive ga, does
not co-occur with ILPs, though the conflict is not as formally
obvious as in Spanish.

Previous studies, such as Milsark (1974), cite predicates
for temporary states, such as sick, drunk, and tired, as ex-
amples of SLPs, and predicates for permanent states, such
as tall, intelligent, and beautiful, as examples of ILPs. Most
nouns are considered to be ILPs, while adjectives and verbs
can be either SLPs or ILPs. Many non-stative verbs belong to
SLP, including examples such as standing on a chair, while
stative verbs such as having long arms are examples of ILP.
Fernald (2000) proposes the following descriptive generaliza-
tion about the correlation between SLP/ILP classification and
stativity: All eventive predicates are SLPs, and all ILPs are
stative predicates. However, the generalization that all SLPs
are eventive predicates does not hold because of the existence
of SLP stative predicates such as being in the room.

In conducting our corpus study, we hypothesized that
stage-level predicates (SLPs) would be more common than

individual-level predicates (ILPs) in image caption data. A
related study is Alikhani and Stone (2019), which analyzes
the distribution of verbs in caption data and shows that cap-
tions prefer present progressive. As Diesing (1992) states that
the progressive form is an indicator of the stage-level Infl,
present progressive forms can be regarded as SLPs in En-
glish. Considering the results of Alikhani and Stone’s study
in light of our study, the tendency that the present progressive
is the dominant verb in the captions leads to the prediction
that caption data contain more SLPs than ILPs. However,
when shifting the focus to Japanese, we cannot equate the
English progressive form with the Japanese -teiru form. This
is because the aspectual meaning expressed by -teiru form in
Japanese is not limited to progressive but covers a wide range
of meanings, including “resultative”, “experiential”, “itera-
tive/habitual”, and “stative” (Kindaichi 1950, Kudo 1995,
Kaufmann 2020 among others). Therefore, in order to clar-
ify the distribution of predicates in Japanese caption data, it is
necessary to distinguish SLP or ILP by considering the mean-
ing represented by the sentence as a whole, rather than judg-
ing only by tense and aspectual form.

Annotation: Method
We randomly selected 530 sentences from STAIR Cap-
tions (Yoshikawa, Shigeto, & Takeuchi, 2017), a dataset of
Japanese captions. One of the authors, an expert of Japsnese
linguistics in this field, annotated them with either SLP or ILP
and the final decisions were made in consultation with the
other authors. Even though the caption data were expected
to consist of relatively simple sentences, most examples were
composed of complex sentences. Accordingly, we annotated
both the matrix and subordinate clauses separately. For exam-
ple, in (1), both the subordinate and matrix predicates (“on a
skateboard” and “is jumping”) are labeled as SLP; in (2), the
subordinate predicate (“red”) is labeled as ILP and the matrix
predicate (“is riding”) as SLP; in (3), both the subordinate
and matrix predicates (“with the clock tower” and “is made
of bricks”) are labeled as ILP.1

(1) Sukeboo-ni
skateboard-DAT

not-ta
get.on-PST

dansee-ga
man-NOM

janpushi-teiru
jump-TEIRU

‘A man on a skateboard is jumping’
(2) Josee-ga

woman-NOM
aka-i
red-NON.PST

baiku-ni
motorcycle-DAT

matagat-teiru
ride-TEIRU

‘A woman is riding a red motorcycle’
(3) Tokeedai-ga

clock.tower-NOM
a-ru
have-NON.PST

tatemono-wa
building-TOP

renga-de
brick-INS

deki-teiru
be.made-TEIRU

‘The building with the clock tower is made of bricks’

It is clear from the comparison of (1)–(3) that similar pred-
icates in terms of the use of -teiru form are used as SLPs in
some cases and as ILPs in others. Therefore, instead of us-
ing the form alone as a clue for annotation, the meaning of

1Abbreviations used in the glosses are the following: NOM nom-
inative; DAT dative; PST past; NON.PST nonpast; TOP topic; INS
instrumental; GEN genitive.
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the verb, the nature of the subject and even world knowledge
should also be taken into consideration. We labeled as ILP
those instances that represent permanent or temporally stable
states. In contrast, instances that represent events or states de-
viating from the subject’s default state were marked as SLP.
While permanent states are always classified as ILP, states
that cannot be parmanent, like atarashi-i (new) or furu-i (old),
are annotated as ILP if they represent a relatively temporally
stable stages. Although ILPs generally correspond to predi-
cates that characterize subjects, predicates that describe rela-
tionships between the properties of multiple individuals, such
as onaji-da (same) and chiga-u (different), are sometimes dif-
ficult to determine what they are characterizing. In our study,
such predicates are considered ILPs because of their temporal
stability. We also consider sentences such as specificational
sentences and pseudo-cleft sentences as ILPs, although it is
difficult to say that they are characterizing their subjects.

An example of a case where it is difficult to determine
whether a predicate is SLP or ILP is the description of
clothing and equipment, which often occurs in subordinate
clauses. These can be considered SLPs or ILPs depending
on what they are wearing and who is wearing them. Clauses
such as a woman wearing a red necklace are annotated as
SLP, while clauses such as a dog wearing a red collar are an-
notated as ILP. One of the criteria for judging such difficult
cases is whether or not the clause can express habitual mean-
ing without a quantifying adverb such as always. For exam-
ple, when comparing a woman (always) wears a red necklace
and a dog (always) wears a red collar, the latter can express
a habitual meaning without always, but the former cannot, so
the latter is judged to be an SLP and the former is judged to
be an ILP.

We assigned the “ILP/SLP” tag to the few cases that are
equally likely to be SLPs and ILPs. In our annotated data,
some instances fell outside the scope of the investigation, so
we labeled these as “others.” For example, nominals such as
(4) and meta-references such as (5) are marked as “others.”
Consequently, sentences without explicit subjects such as (6)
are treated as meta-references when supplemented with a sub-
ject, as in The dish in this photo is a stir-fried cauliflower and
broccoli, and uniformly categorized as “others.”

(4) shawaa-to
shower-and

basutabu-to
bathtub-and

senmendai-to
washstand-and

yooshikibenki
western.style.toilet

‘Shower, bathtub, washstand, and Western-style toilet’
(5) oshare-na

fashionable-attributive.form
tokeedai-ga
clock.tower-NOM

syashin-ni
photo-in

utsut-teiru
capture-TEIRU

‘A fashionable clock tower is captured in the photo’
(6) Karifurawaa-to

cauliflower-and
burokkorii-no
broccoli-GEN

itamemono
stir.fry

dea-ru
be-NON.PST

‘(It is) a stir-fry of cauliflower and broccoli’

Table 1 shows the statistics of each tag in matrix and subor-
dinate clause. Additionally, to identify the characteristics of
predicates used in matrix clauses of captions in each case of
SLP and ILP, we listed those appearing with high frequency

Table 1: Number of occurrences of ILPs and SLPs: matrix
refers to matrix clauses and sub refers to subordinate clauses.

ILP SLP ILP/SLP others
matrix sub matrix sub

52 326 347 324 9 24

Table 2: Top 5 ILPs and SLPs in matrix clauses in frequency.
Numbers in parentheses show each predicate’s occurrences.

Type Example

ILP

tui-teiru (be attached) (5)
kazarare-teiru, kazat-tearu (be displayed) (4)
de-aru (be) (copula) (3)
kai-tearu, kakare-teiru (be pictured/written) (3)
settisi-tearu (be installed) (3)

SLP

(ga) iru (be located) (23)
suwat-teiru, suwa-ru (be sitting) (13)
arui-teiru (be walking) (13)
tat-teiru (be standing) (13)
tomat-teiru (be parked, be stopped)) (13)

in Table 2. Notably, while verbs like a-ru (to be) and oi-tearu
(to be placed) were also frequently used, they were excluded
from the list because both SLP and ILP instances were ob-
served. This is because sometimes an object just happens to
be present (or placed) temporarily, while other times it re-
mains there for a longer duration.

Results and discussion
Table 1 shows that SLPs were significantly more prevalent in
the matrix clauses, with fewer occurrences of ILPs. In con-
trast, in subordinate clauses, it was observed that SLPs and
ILPs appeared in roughly equal numbers.

This difference in the distribution of SLPs and ILPs may
be due, in part, to the difference in the function of the ex-
pressions that identify the objects in the subordinate clauses
and those that make predication in the matrix clauses. Typ-
ically, the former represents background information, while
the latter represents information in focus. When identifying
an object, one can use its stable properties to determine what
type of object it is. Artifacts and their default states such as
red motorcycle are typical examples. On the other hand, what
is predicated in the matrix clause is typically its motion or
temporal state, which is represented by SLPs.

Greenberg’s (2011, 2021) pictorial semantics is a sugges-
tive precedent study that may help explain this contrast. Ac-
cording to it, the truth or accuracy of images (pictures) is de-
fined in relation to a viewpoint involving a specific time and
space. Recognizing temporal properties in images is chal-
lenging because a static image captures only a single moment.
By contrast, identifying an object in a particular scene is rela-
tively straightforward to achieve with the constant properties
of that object such as color and size. This view aligns with the
observation that ILPs tend to appear in subordinate clauses.
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Qualitative analysis of image and captions:
What images do relate to ILPs and SLPs?

Sentences containing the top five predicates in each of the
SLPs/ILPs in Table 2 were extracted from the entire STAIR
caption training data (413,915 cases) and analyzed for image-
sentence correspondence after morphological analysis and
POS tagging using Spacy and ja-GiNZA.2 STAIR caption
(Yoshikawa, Shigeto, & Takeuchi, 2019) is a Japanese cap-
tion for Microsoft COCO image data (Lin et al. 2014), with
five captions per image (by five human annotators).

In this study, a criterion of more than 3 (out of 5) was
employed for determining correspondence between an image
and a sentence. If this threshold was exceeded, the pair was
considered to have a correspondence. However, it is impor-
tant to note that it is not always feasible to determine whether
a predicate is stage-level or individual-level solely based on
the predicate itself. Therefore, we will conduct a qualitative
analysis of the examples below.

Images and sentences for individual-level
information (ILPs)
For sentences containing the ILPs be attached (“tui-teiru”),
27 images surpassed the criterion. Figure 1 lists 3 images that
passed the even higher criterion of 4/5 or more. For example,
the following captions (translated into English) are given for
the image of attach(a):

1. Lights of various sizes are attached to the bike.
2. Lots of lights are attached to the bike.
3. Lots of headlights attached to a white car.
4. Many round lights are attached to the front of a mod bike.
5. Lights are attached to the front of a vehicle.

The third was excluded because it has no subject and is not
a sentence. The other four captions contain sentences with
the ILPs related to the predicate be attached. These seem to
possess the characteristics of ILPs, specifically being inde-
pendent of a specific time and not temporary.

The same is true for the other two cases attach(b) and at-
tach(c) images in Figure 1. The two cases correspond to the
sentences a chain is attached and a signboard is attached, re-
spectively. In Japanese, the verb “tui-teiru” is ambiguous be-
tween an ILP interpretation and an SLP interpretation. Thus,
examples such as the light is on (“akari-ga tui-teiru”), trash is
attached (“gomi-ga tui-teiru”), and resting his elbow (“hizi-o
tui-teiru”) were not classified as ILPs.

For sentences containing the ILPs be displayed (“kazarare-
teiru”), 85 images surpassed the criterion. Figure 1 lists 14
images (display(a–n)) that passed the even higher criterion of
4/5 or more. Sentences like flowers and/or paintings are dis-
played corresponds to these images.

For sentences containing the copula be (“de-aru”) which
is an ILP, only one image surpassed the criterion, shown in
be(a) of Figure 1. Sentences such as the walls is black and

2https://github.com/megagonlabs/ginza

white border pattern correspond to this image. Another ex-
ample that exceeded the criterion was the case described as
the traffic signal is red (COCO id #178168), but this was not
counted as ILPs because of the characteristic of traffic signals
that change color within a short period of time.

For sentences containing the ILPs be written (“kakare-
teiru”), 71 images surpassed the criterion. Figure 1 lists 12
images (write(a-l)) that exceeded an even higher criterion of
4/5 or more. These images correspond to sentences such as
pictures and/or words are written. The instance with the ac-
tive voice, he is painting something, is not classified as ILPs.

For sentences containing the ILPs be installed (“setti-site-
aru”), no image met the criterion.

Images and sentences for stage-level information
(SLPs)
In all individual-level descriptions, the subject was inanimate.
On the other hand, there were few cases where the subject
was inanimate in the stage-level descriptions. As described in
Section 2, the tendency for SLPs images to be more common
than ILPs images in the image caption data is also true for
the entire STAIR caption training data. For simplicity’s sake,
let us use the 5/5 criterion. According to this criterion, 260
images with SLPs surpassed it (14 for be located (“iru”), 21
for be standing (“tat-teiru”), 47 for be sitting (“suwat-teiru”),
104 for be stopped (“tomat-teiru”)). Meanwhile, 5 images
with ILPs met the criterion (2 for be displayed (“kazarare-
teiru”) and 3 for be written (“kakare-teiru”)). Nevertheless,
of the former 260, only 49 of be stopped (as in the car is
stopped/parked) had an inanimate object as the subject, while
the other 211 had an animate target as the subject.

The upper row of Figure 2 shows a case in which a sen-
tence containing a SLPs image passed the 5/5 criterion and
had an animate subject. The images include: be located (ele-
phants are located), be sitting (a man is sitting on a bench),
be walking (elephants are walking), be standing (a giraffe is
standing), be stopped (a bird is perched on a branch), be rid-
ing (a man and a dog are riding on a bike), and so on.

As for standing, there were some cases like the sign stands
up; four cases were identified in the 5/5 criterion. However,
these were rather ILPs cases and were not counted as SLPs
cases.

When the 4/5 criterion was used, there were also cases of
inanimate objects in sitting (Figure 2). Although sit is used
only for humans and animals, there were cases where it was
used for stuffed animals and dolls, which were also counted
as SLPs, albeit debatable.

However, since this was not sufficient to include inanimate
objects, we also analyzed be riding, which was next in the
top five. 21 images met the 5/5 criteria, all of which had an
inanimate object as the subject. But when the criteria were
reduced to 4/5, there were 13 cases of inanimate objects as
the subject (a dish is on a plate) (Figure 2). Note that both
be riding and be on in English are translated into not-teiru in
Japanese.
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Can machine learning models classify images
as expressing ILPs and SLPs?

In this section, we build machine learning models and com-
pare their performance to human performance. Here, we use
image classification tasks since we aim to know what fea-
tures of an image contribute to the distinction between ILPs
and SLPs by seeing if an AI model trained only on the image
data produces the same output results as a human.

Method

There were 183 ILPs images that met 3/5 or better, and 29
of all images that matched at 4/5 of Figure 1 were used as
the test images. The remaining 154 images (images matching
3/5) were used as a set of train and validation images: 24 for
attach, 71 for display, and 59 for write.

183 images were also selected for SLPs. However, since it
was necessary to minimize and control for factors other than
ILPs/SLPs (differences in images), we used only inanimate
subjects for SLPs. The 29 test images included all 4 images
that met the 4/5 criteria for sit, while the remaining consisted
of 12 for ride and 13 for stop. For ride, out of the 13 images
that matched at 4/5, 12 were selected. For stop, 13 out of
the 49 images that matched at 5/5 were chosen in ascending
order of their image ID numbers. For the set of 154 train and
validation images, sit matched all 11 images at 3/5, while ride
and stop were selected from images that matched at 3/5 or
above, totaling 71 and 72 images respectively.

For the set of train and validation images, image augmen-
tation was performed with horizontal, vertical, and both flips.
616 images (4 times of 154) were prepared for each of ILPs
and SLPs. The file numbers were randomized and 500 im-
ages were used for training and 116 for validation. This pro-
cedure was repeated 5 times, and each set of images was used
in models 1–5. In other words, the images and the order
in which they were used for training were set up differently
among the models.

A convolutional neural network (CNN) model with the
VGG16 fine-tuning (Simoyan & Zisserman, 2015) was used.
We built models in Python’s Keras with these settings: se-
quential model, intermediate layers using ReLU, output layer
using Softmax, 0.5 dropout rate, first 14 layers’ weights from
VGG16, Cross-Entropy loss, batch size of 18, and 3 epochs.

Results

Table 3 shows the results of the five CNN model tests. The
accuracy rates for ILPs were 62.1%, 55.2%, 48.3%, 37.9%,
72.4% (mean 55.2%) and for SLPs were 55.2%, 79.3%,
86.2%, 82.8%, 75.9% (mean 75.9%). 4 out of 5 (80% of)
people used ILPs in the ILPs images in the test. 4 out of 5
people used SLPs in the 16 items of SLPs images and 5 out
of 5 people used SLPs in the 13 items of SLPs images (thus
88.9%). The findings suggest that the model’s performance
of ILPs is about chance level, while its accuracy on SLPs is
lower than human performance but still reasonably correct.

Table 3: Accuracy results of image classification task for
machine-learning (CNN+VGG16) models

model 1 model 2 model 3 model 4 model 5 average
ILPs 62.1% 55.2% 48.3% 37.9% 72.4% 55.2%
SLPs 55.2% 79.3% 86.2% 82.8% 75.9% 75.9%

General discussion
A limited amount of Japanese image caption data were ran-
domly extracted and given annotation with SLPs/ILPs. The
results showed that the majority of the data consisted of SLPs,
with a small proportion being ILPs. We identified predicates
with high frequency of occurrence. Based on manual annota-
tion, we conducted automatic annotation for the entire dataset
and machine learning experiments for image classification
based on ILPs and SLPs. Our results showed that the ac-
curacy rate for SLP judgments was significantly high, though
not as high as human performance, whereas the accuracy rate
for ILP judgments was around chance level, lower than hu-
man performance. Since ILPs were the primary focus of this
experiment, we restricted SLPs to inanimate subjects to align
with the ILPs’ inanimate subjects. This approach may have
skewed the natural diversity of SLPs, which typically include
many animate subjects. Consequently, the high accuracy in
SLP judgments could be attributed to the limitation imposed
on the inherently varied SLP subjects to a narrow range, such
as cars and food. The low accuracy to images in which cars
and fruits appear in the ILPs may be the result of the bias that
limited these subjects to inanimate subjects of the SLPs.

The ILP judgments underperformed, but what is the reason
behind this? One potential factor is the diversity in the sub-
jects or targets. First, within the predicates selected during
the selection process, there is a wide range of subjects. For
instance, display has subjects such as vases, paintings, and
other objects, with even greater diversity observed in training
data due to the difference in criteria for test (4/5) and train-
ing images (3/5). Additionally, there are other predicate cate-
gories that exhibit similar diversity (a total of three in this ex-
periment), and ILPs are identified as a common characteristic
among them. In this respect, ILPs judgments require handling
higher-order categorization judgments, which can cause dif-
ficulties. This might also relate to “indirect grounding” of
abstract concepts (Cerini, Di Palma & Lenci, 2022; Utsumi,
2022), highlighting a challenge for future AI research.

A problem with the photograph caption data used is that
ILPs data is extremely scarce compared to SLPs data. One
approach here, as suggested in the context of way-finding
scenarios in the introduction, is to incorporate a “purpose”
within the AI system. Another approach is to use as training
data images that reflect situations in which the use of ILPs
information is naturally required. Images that visually repre-
sent time-independent information, such as diagrams as used
in a mathematical context (Allwein & Barwise, 1995) or il-
lustrations as used in a natural science context (Kembhavi et
al, 2016), could be effective for this. The pursuit of these
ideas remains an interesting future challenge.
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